Round Point Shovel - Long Handle
If you’re only going to have one shovel, the long handle,
round point should be it. The long handle, round point
shovel is a versatile tool for general gardening and
landscape work. They’re designed for digging,
planting, scooping, cutting sod and small roots.

Utility
Contractor

48" handle
48" handle

SS-10000
SS-26000

$13.95
$15.97

Square Point Shovel - Long Handle
Used primarily for moving loose materials such as sand,
gravel and top soil. Square point shovels are excellent
for shaping trenches and for landscape grading.

Utility
Contractor

48" handle
48" handle

SS-11000
SS-27000

$13.95
$15.97

D-Scoop Aluminum
This durable, lightweight scoop
is used for moving and scooping
grain, seed, feed, fertilizers and other
granulated materials.
14-13/16” Scoop
30" handle
SS-68010
$77.40
Atlas Post Hole Digger
Used for digging holes for fences, posts and in-ground supports.
It can also be used to dig holes for planting trees, shrubs and
flowers. Sometimes it works better than a shovel because the hole
is more precise.

Bow Head Rake
A basic tool for any gardener. Used for moving and
smoothing soil, drawing up raised beds, mounding
soil to plants and removing garden debris.

16"W x 16 Tines
60" handle
RK-20002
$29.70
Spring Brace Rake
This rake is one of the most durable and versatile rakes you can
buy. It’s used for raking leaves, straw, hay, grass and for light
de-thatching jobs in the lawn. These rakes are
suitable for use on lawns, bare soil and concrete.
24"W x 24 Tines
54" handle
RK-24003
$19.69
Manure Fork - 4 Tines
Used for moving fibrous materials such as straw, hay, wood chips,
manure and mulches. It can also be used to clear and replace
mulches around plants.
12-1/2"L x 9-1/2"W
Working Face
54" handle
FK-72004
$68.06
Sidewalk Scraper - 7 in
• Forged, one-piece tempered steel head for maximum
strength and durability
• Beveled blade for efficient, heavy-duty scraping
resulting in cleaner surface
• For removal of encrusted material from hard surfaces

8" x 4-1/2" Blade
48" handle
PD-20000
$34.99

48" handle
UT-70000
$38.25

McLead Hoe
This is a heavy duty combination hoe and rake,
blade bolts to heavy tubular socket plate.

Garden Hoe
Good basic gardening and landscaping tool. Used for
weeding, cleaning, cultivating and light grading.

11" x 9" Working Face
48" handle
SH-65000
$73.69

5-3/4" x 5" Working Face
54" handle
SH-20000
$23.51
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